
Tree of Life  
Daath
Unity with all Knowledge



You Are Here 

• Home to Pluto here is the space that
contains all knowledge, the gathering
of all information from the Tree of Life,
or more importantly; your Tree of Life.

You are here!



Pluto 

• Sometimes seen like this ♇
• He’s the modern ruler of Scorpio

• He’s the planet of transformation, often through tough times, a destructive force

• He encourages you to explore that which makes you fearful, to face them

• He’s also about death, taxes and unavoidable truths

• He takes a whopping 248 years to make one circuit around a chart

• He’s a generational planet, where was he when you were born? 



Correspondences for 
Daath 

• Gods/Goddess: Horus, Pallas Athene, Janus

• Archangels: The four archangels of the Quarters

• Myths: Prometheus, Perseus

• Virtue: Detachment

• Vice: Inertia, Fear of the Future

• Colours: Various, akin to petrol on water, that rainbow 
effect

• Symbols: The Empty Room, Prism 



The Upper Room

• Who are you?

• The you that’s present in your darkest times, the one you listen to 
when you doubt, when you seek a steady if often tough voice? 

• Here are all your past lives, current emotional being, future lives, 
the totality of the transformations you’ve gone through, your 
regeneration process

• Step carefully, knowledge is a tricky mistress. Once see you cannot 
unsee

• A little goes a very long way

• Do not venture into Daath with the gusto of the foolish,  you will 
not gain anything, and you may be blocked completely. 



The Sephira that isn’t 
a Sephira
• A state of being, perhaps not a place of becoming? 

• There is no temple offered here

• You already are all the things you seek, you’re 
simply trying to remember them 

• Whilst it’s about knowing, it’s not all in the realms 
of your thinking brain. 

• Your emotional brain is at play, deepest emotions 
come from a place of seeing the game and the 
steadiness of knowing you’ve done this before and 
can deal with anything



Deep Peace

• Take some time to simply breath into your sense of 
self, your sense of having done the work and the 
strength it has brought you 

• Find a way to find this place within you when you 
need it

• Breathing is a simple one, deep breaths, hand on 
heart

• Start seeking and using your own methods

• Be the listener in the darkness of your own self, all 
knowledge is within you 



Judgement

• The card that represents Pluto is 
Judgement
• It can represent the need to make 
a life changing choice, a decision 
that will take you on a new pathway
• The trumpeting angels can be 
interpretates as a wake up call
• Eggs are sometimes seen in this 
card too, break out of the shell that 
holds you, now is the time



Temple Set up 

There is none, hold yourself in a place of steady 
energy as long as you can hold yourself in a place 
of steady energy and when you feel, know or 
sense you’re not; bring yourself back to a place of 
steady energy. 

You are the temple



Redo the Tree of Life 
Meditation 
• White is above your head  

• Grey on the left ear  

• Black to the right ear  

• Blue left arm and shoulder

• Red right arm and shoulder

• Gold your solar plexus  

• Green your left hip and leg  

• Orange your right hip and leg

• Silver/Purple your pubic bone

• Earthy colours your feet



Next Meeting 

February 5th 2023 18:00 UK
(Note new time!)

Pathworking

Filling in the Tree of Life


